
Feature Indeterminay and the Coordination ofUnlikes in a Totally Well-Typed HPSGRoger LevyMarh 19, 20011 IntrodutionThis paper is an attempt to reonile fats regarding two diÆult issues informal syntax{the oordination of unlikes, and feature indeterminay{withformal modeling assumptions in Head-Driven Phrase Struture Grammar(HPSG; Pollard and Sag 1994), in partiular that feature strutures are to-tally well-typed (Carpenter, 1992). I argue that the problems presented bythe ombination of these two phenomena annot be solved solely with thestrutural tools made available by HPSG's type hierarhy, and propose alattie that an model both phenomena at one, without admitting unmo-tivated strutural desriptions.The �rst setion of the paper briey introdues the nature of the formalproblem presented by feature indeterminay and the oordination of unlikes;the seond setion reviews proposed solutions to the problem in anotheronstraint-based formalism, Lexial-Funtional Grammar (LFG; Kaplan andBresnan 1982), and in Lambek Categorial Grammar (LCG; Lambek 1958).The next setions of the paper examine possible solutions in HPSG, andpresents a novel lattie and with it an aount of single-feature indetermi-nay and unlike oordination on the lattie. Another setion is devoted toproblems regarding ase onord within the NP, previously unexamined inthis ontext, and proposes a treatment based on the same formal apparatus.11I am extremely in the debt of and grateful to Samuel Bayer, Jim Blevins, Joan Bresnan,Mary Dalrymple, Adam Przepiorkowsi, Ashwini Deo, Chris Manning, Peter Sells, ArnoldZwiky, and in partiular Ivan Sag, for disussions and omments regarding my work onthis topi. The suggestions of Carl Pollard, who showed me how the formalism introduedin this work an be situated and extended in domain theory, have been espeially importantfor this paper. I have also had the good fortune to reeive valuable feedbak on a previousdraft of this paper from the partiipants in a seminar on oordination at Ohio State1



2 The ProblemIn onstraint-based grammatial formalisms, agreement and onord amongdi�erent elements of a syntati onstrut are modeled as the integration ofinformation arried by these elements about a partiular feature value. Inpratie, the nature of information about any given feature is assumed tobe the same for all relevant elements. In languages with ase, for example,the onstraints that(1) i. a partiular verb form selets for an ausative objet; and thatii. a partiular noun form's ase is ausative;are modeled in a fundamentally idential way: that some feature ase musthave exatly the value a. Disjuntive spei�ations are permitted, butthe formal representation of disjuntion is formally idential for feature val-ues seleted by verbs and spei�ed by nouns. Furthermore, it is generallyassumed that all disjuntions are atually resolved in well-formed linguis-ti objets (see, for example, disussions in Kaplan and Bresnan (1982),where disjuntions are not permitted in funtional struture, and total well-typedness in Pollard and Sag (1994)).There is onsiderable evidene, however, that there is a di�erene be-tween (1i) and (1ii), and that apparent disjuntions are not always resolved.This evidene is most aute in a wide variety of oordination phenomena, asdisussed by Zaenen and Karttunen (1984); Ingria (1990); Bayer and John-son (1995); Bayer (1996); and Dalrymple and Kaplan (2000), among others.Examples inlude:(2) Pat is a Republian and proud of it. (Sag et al. 1985)(3) Kogo/*Co(a/gen)/(nom/a)who JanekJohn lubiobj.alikes aand JerzyGeorge nienawidzi?obj.genhates\Who/*What does John like and George hate?" (Polish: Dyla 1984,(10))(4) ErHe �ndetobj.a�nds undand hilftobj.dathelps Frauen.womenUniversity. Finally, I would like to thank the native Russian speakers who generously letme work with them on Russian data, and in partiular Natalia Roudakova, who workedlosely with me on Russian data, and Adam Przepiorkowsi for data on Polish and AshwiniDeo for data on Marathi. Any mistakes remain my sole responsibility.2



\He �nds and helps women."(5) I ertainly will, and you already have, f*larify/*lari�ed the situa-tiong fset the reord straightg with respet to the budget. (Pullumand Zwiky 1986)Eah of the above sentenes inludes an element one of whose feature valuesis an apparently unresolved disjuntion. In (2), an NP and an AP are o-ordinated under the opula is, whih in general an aept either ategory,and in this ase, both at the same time. In (3), the fronted kogo simultane-ously satis�es ausative and genitive ase requirements of governing verbs,while nominative/ausative-synretized o annot. In (4), the shared ob-jet, synretized for all ases, also satis�es simultaneously two di�erent aserequirements. Finally, in (5), the verbform set an satisfy both demandsof base and past-partiipial verbforms from prior auxilaries. There is alsosimilar evidene from the domain of ase on free relative pronouns (see Se-tion 7). In this paper I will distinguish between seletional values, suh asthose spei�ed by a verb for its objet, and inherent values, suh as thosespei�ed by a noun for itself, whih I laim, following Bayer (1996), behaveasymmetrially.Surfae-oriented aounts of oordination typially assume that at leastsome kinds of phrasal oordination are instantiations of a rule of the formX !X j . . .X but it is also reognized that the output onjunts of thisrule need not be stritly idential. On the other hand, both surfae andtransformational aounts of oordination make great use of the intuitionthat the grammatiality of W X and Y Z usually has as a prerequisite thegrammatiality of bothW X Z andW Y Z. These approahes might be inte-grated by saying that, in a surfae-oriented syntati aount of onstituentoordination,(6) all onstraints that apply to a oordinate mother also apply to eahonjunt daughter.2With treatments of ertain lasses of symmetri non-onstituent oordi-nation, suh as those proposed by Milward (1994) and Maxwell and Man-ning (1996), grammatiality patterns in examples suh as (5) an also besubsumed under this onstraint. The hallenge faing all syntati theoriesof onstituent oordination is how to insure that this general onstraint ismet.2There are ertain lear exeptions to this onstraint, the resolution of agreementfeatures in oordinate NPs being one, so this statement must atually be quali�ed to applyto ertain lasses of onstraints in (perhaps) ertain lasses of oordination environments.3



In the next setion I review approahes to this problem in LFG and LCG,and a more general proposal by Blevins; subsequently I explore the spae ofpossible HPSG solutions before making a spei� proposal. A preliminaryaveat, however, is neessary. Feature indeterminay and the oordinationof unlikes, in the sense de�ned by (2), are an abstration of a partiular sub-lass of empirially observed oordination patterns. Alternative patterningsare ommon; for example, many judgements show that a form shared asan argument among onjunt members of a oordinated verb struture isaeptable even if the form meets the seletional requirements of only thenearest verb. Some speakers judge lari�ed in (5), for example, as aept-able, even though it quite learly fails to math onstraint (2):(7) *I ertainly will lari�ed the situation with respet to the budget.From the perspetive of language variation, these alternative{and likelyquite ommon{patterns should not be ignored. But insofar as they pat-tern as the identity of a partiular seletional requirement on the oordinatemother with the requirement on a single onjunt daughter, piked out byertain linear ordering onstraints, they do not present the same formal hal-lenge as those examples patterning aording to (2). The present paper isstritly limited to the treatment of this problem.3 Previous approahes3.1 LFG: sets for both oordinate and indeterminate stru-turesKaplan and Maxwell (1988) presented a solution for onstituent oordina-tion in LFG whih whih permitted funtional strutures to alternatively besets of attribute-value matries. Correspondingly, a onstraint present in-struture that is operational on a set-valued funtional struture is satis-�ed i� it is satis�ed for all members of the set. Cruially, onstraints thathave more than one possible satisfation an be satis�ed di�erently in eahonjunt. This immediately solved the problem of properly haraterizingthe relation between extration and the Coordinate Struture Constraint,as in:(8) The robot that Bill gave Mary and Jak said Jill gave a ball to (.f.Kaplan and Maxwell 1988, (23))In (8), the head of the relative lause �lls di�erent grammatial funtionsin the two onjunts, and is at a di�erent level of embedding. Kaplan4



and Maxwell assume that the funtional equation onstraining the relativelause head here is (f1 omp* gf) = f2 . Sine this funtional equationan be realized with any number of omps, and gf an stand for any validgrammatial funtion, the relative lause head an �ll di�erent grammatialfuntions in the di�erent onjunts.Dalrymple and Kaplan (2000) have shown that many problemati as-pets of feature indeterminay an be elegantly solved in LFG by treatingertain features, inluding ase, as set-valued. In general, they take a nounform synretized for ases fa1 ; � � � ; ang as having a ase value equal tofa1 ; � � � ; ang. An ordinary ausative noun, for example, would have asevalue fag, while an ausative-genitive synretized noun suh as Polishkogo would have a lexial entry of ("ase) = fa,geng, in LFG's notation.This value, as Dalrymple and Kaplan explain, is a set designator{it exhaus-tively stipulates that both and only a and gen are members of the valueof ase.Verbs in their aount, on the other hand, stipulate the ase values oftheir arguments non-exhaustively. A verb governing an ausative objet,suh as lubi in Polish, has a ase requirement in its lexial entry of theform a 2 ("obj ase), requiring only that a is a member of the objet'sase (set) value, and plaes no restritions on the further membership of thatset. This formalizes the ruial observation that the ase requirements ofmultiple verbs on a single argument need not be heked against eah other,while allowing full strutural identity of the argument of the two verbs. Thegrammatiality of the Polish (3), for example, follows from its unproblematifuntional struture (-struture omitted):
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�ndet und hilft FrauenVP/RNP[a℄ (�=L�)=R� VP/RNP[dat℄ NP[nom℄^NP[a℄^NP[dat℄^NP[gen℄VP/R(NP[a℄^NP[dat℄) VP/R(NP[a℄^NP[dat℄) NP[a℄^NP[dat℄VP/RNP[a℄^NP[dat℄ VPFigure 1: Partial LCG derivation of (4), following Bayer (1996).(9) 8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

2666666666664
fous 24pred `who'ase na,geno35pred `love'subj "pred `Janek'ase nom #obj

3777777777775266666664fouspred `hate'subj "pred `Jerzy'ase nom #obj
377777775

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;3.2 LCG: oordination and indeterminay through logialonjuntion and disjuntionBayer (1996); Bayer and Johnson (1995) argue that both indeterminay andthe oordination of unlikes an be handled in Lambek Categorial Grammar(LCG) in one fell swoop, through augmenting the set of ategory onstru-tors with meet and join onstrutors, following Morrill (1994). Indetermi-nate ase on nouns is taken as a onjuntion of all individual ase values.When suh a noun is shared between oordinated ategories speifying dif-ferent for their argument, the oordinated ategories undergo AnteedentStrengthening, whereby the seletional requirements S on an argument arereplaed with the onjuntion of S with other requirements, to produe aoordinate mother that selets an argument with the meet (onjuntion)of the two ase values spei�ed by the daughter. Beause onjunt verbsor VPs an be mathed for their argument seletion, apparently onitingrequirements for an argument do not result in inompatibility but rather ina pooled seletional requirement on the argument.6



Figure 1 shows a LCG analysis of (3), following Bayer (1996), beginningwith the onjuntion of verb phrases. In the �rst step, eah verb under-goes argument strengthening, allowing it to take an argument with moreproperties than just the seleted ase. The synretized Frauen undergoesweakening of its ategory. In the next step, the argument-strengthenedverbs, whih now are of idential ategory, are oordinated, and �nally theoordinated verb ombines with the objet Frauen to form a verb phrase.The oordination of unlike ategories proeeds similarly, exept that sinethe oordinated element is an argument and not a funtor, join introdutionweakens the onjunts to the same ategory. All these ategory-hangingoperations are derived from rules of logial inferene.3.3 Case indeterminay as subsumptionIt may be instrutive to ontrast D&K's approah with a like-minded butsomewhat more radial proposal by Blevins (2000). Capitalizing on theparadigmati nature of ase synretism aross many languages, Blevinsshows that the set-based model an be replaed with a deomposition intoJakobsonian distintive features, whih an be represented in onstraint-based frameworks as omplex, multiple-featured attribute-value matries.This permits an arguably more ompat representation of ase than D&K'sset notation; following the analysis of Jakobson (1958), the six to eightSlavi ases, for example, seems to suumb to just three binary features,without losing any generalizations about synretism.3 This representationalone, however, does not solve the feature-indeterminay problem. Forthat, Blevins relies on widely replaing strutural identity requirements withlooser subsumption requirements. The ase requirements of a verb on itsargument, in Blevins's proposal, do not unify with the argument, but ratherare subsumed by it. The non-onit between di�ering argument ase re-quirements in oordinated VPs is modeled with a set-based approah to VPoordination similar to that introdued in Kaplan and Maxwell (1988) forLFG. Both subsumption and set-based modeling of oordinated VPs areruial to Blevins's treatment of feature indeterminay.43Neidle (1988) also uses Jakobson's deomposition to enode generalizations aboutRussian ase in LFG.4There are even more ruial details that I have omitted here. Blevins's analysisrequires a stritly \upward" ow of information (subsumption is always of syntatiallyhigher elements by lower elements) to ensure that the proper subsumption relations holdin the proper diretions. Furthermore, all the subsumption relations between attribute-value matries in Blevins's analyses arise from stipulations on phrase struture rules (asopposed to tie information within lexemes). Finally, Blevins models oordination with7



4 Shortomings of the power set lattieAt �rst glane it appears that the use of sets introdued by Dalrympleand Kaplan an be readily adapted to HPSG for feature indeterminay andoordination. To see how this might be aomplished, let us onsider thestruture of the lattie de�ned by the powerset P(B) over a set B, orderedby reverse inlusion.Figure 2: Powerset lattie for fnom; a; geng, ordered by inlusion;fnomg fag fgengfnom,ag fnom,geng fa,gengfnom,a,gengThe subset relation among sets in P(B) is determined by preedene onthe lattie. In D&K's set-based approah, for example, the ase-markingonstraint on objets of verbs is taken to be of the form x 2 ("obj ase).This is equivalent to the onstraint fxg � ("obj ase), so a seleting valuean be thought of as an upper bound on the powerset lattie for possible asevalues of the governed noun, satis�ed only if the noun spei�es an equal orlower value. A noun governed by multiple verbs is simply subjet to multipleupper bounds.In HPSG, this treatment ould straightforwardly be adopted by makingsimilar assumptions about the (set-based) form of lexial entries for nounsand verbs. Alternatively, the struture of the powerset lattie ould beadapted to �t within HPSG's sort hierarhy for individual features. In thistheory, all linguisti strutures are populated with maximal sorts, whihdominate no other node in the sort semilattie. A sort hierarhy with theappropriate properties an easily be onstruted from the powerset lattieby extending for eah node N on the powerset lattie a maximal sort M suhthat N and only N dominates M (exept for the topmost and bottommostnodes, for whih it is unneessary):sets of AVM's, as do D&K. This array of assumptions serves well for the oordinationexamples suh as (3) and (4), but may be problemati for free-relative examples, wherethe subsumption ordering needs to ow downward (into the relative lause) for properresults. 8



Figure 3: Sort hierarhy for fnom; a; geng, based on powerset lattieasenom a gennom,a nom,gen a,gennom nom/a a nom/a/gen nom/gen a/gen genAssuming this sort hierarhy, seletional requirements of verbs speify non-maximal nodes for the value, and the values of nouns speify maximal values.The empirial overage of suh a system is idential to that of Figure 2.5As noted by Bayer (1996), the oordination of unlikes an be thought ofas the mirror image of feature indeterminay, and either of these powerset-based onstrutions ould be adopted for a treatment of the oordination ofunlikes. For example, following Pollard and Sag (1994) and assuming thatverb phrases are spei�ed for a binary aux feature orresponding to the sta-tus of the head verb, we an enrih the sort hierarhy for aux, as shown inFigure 4. It has been proposed that the English auxilary do subategorizesfor a VP omplement that is [aux -℄ (Sag, p..). In this ase, the neessaryassumption is that the lexial entries of verbs speify non-maximal binaryvalues, and that do spei�es a maximal value [aux sel:-℄ for its VP om-plement. Assuming token identity between aux values in onjunt VPs andoordinate mother gives the proper results for the following set:65Levine et al. (2001) propose just suh a sort hierarhy for the treatment of ase inEnglish parasiti gaps.
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Figure 4: Powerset lattie-based sort hierarhy for auxaux+ {sel:+ +/{ sel:{(10) a. She loves this kind of movie and is planning to see it.b. * Does she love this movie and be planning to see it?. Does she love this kind of movie and want to see it?Note that the duality between feature indeterminay and the oordinationof unlike ategories is realized by the inverted relative positions of inherentvs. seleting values: in feature indeterminay, inherent values are lowerthan seleting values, while in the oordination of unlikes, seleting valuesare lower than inherent values. From this perspetive, the oordination ofunlikes is simply indeterminay of seleting feature values.This piture is inomplete, as is shown by the following data. Reallfrom (3), repeated below, that Polish ase exhibits feature indeterminay,in partiular between ausative and genitive. However, objets of unlikease an also be oordinated in Polish, preisely when eah onjunt ouldindividually serve as objet of the verb:(3) Kogo Janek lubi a Jerzy nienawidzi?(11) Dajiegive winawine.gen iand a"l"awhole.a "swini"e!pig.a (Przepi�orkowski 1999)\Serve some wine and a whole pig!"This is also true of Russian (also see Franks 1993):76However, it introdues a spurious ambiguity for sentenes suh asShe loves this movie and plans on seeing it.whose aux value in the oordinate VP ould be either +/{ or sel:{. This ambiguityresults from the unseleted status of the aux value.7These are by no means marginal ases. Objet ase marking alternation is typologi-ally widespread, typially orrelated with variability in animay and de�niteness of theobjet. Comrie (1978) provides a ross-linguisti survey of the phenomenon. In everylanguage with objet ase marking alternation that I have heked, inluding Russian,Polish, Turkish, Tatar, and Marathi, the onjuntion of objets with alternate ase ispossible. Pragmati onstraints do exist on this onjuntion, but they follow diretly fromthe di�ering onjunts. 10



(12) Kogowho.a/gen jaI iskalsought.obj-a nenot bylowas.subj-gen doma.home.\The person who I was looking for wasn't at home."(13) V�erayesterday ve'all den'day onhe pro�zdalexpeted [np svojuself's.a podrugugirlfriend.a Irinu℄Irina.aiand [np zvonkaall.gen [pp otfrom svoegoself's bratabrother Grigorija℄℄.Gregory (Russian)\Yesterday he waited all day for his girlfriend Irina and for a allfrom his brother Gregory."Sine Polish and Russian ase show indeterminay in (3) and (12), in-herent values must be taken to be maximal types in a sort hierarhy basedon the powerset. Therefore, ase on the oordinate NP objets in (11) and(13) annot be taken to be the token-identity of the onjunt daughter ases.Nor ould their oordination be taken as their meet (equivalently, general-ization) on the sort hierarhy, however, as this would permit the oordinatedobjet to be admissible if either of its onjunts satis�es the governing verb'srequirements. In short, on a lattie based on the powerset it is impossibleto preserve the neessary information in oordination of both governed andgoverning phrases.8In the next setion, I present a lattie that allows for the simultane-ous representation of indeterminay and the oordination of unlikes, one inwhih feature values are modeled with sets of sets of symbols. The remain-der of the paper is devoted to an initial aount of both phenomena.5 De�ning double-set lattiesThis setion presents a lattie onstruted set-theoretially, on whih everypossible oordination of both inherent values and seleting values has aunique representation. This lattie serves as the foundation for the theoryof oordination and NP-internal ase onord developed in the remainder ofthe paper.Let B = fb1 ; :::bng, and note that the relations of union and intersetionare de�ned over members of P(B), the power set of B. De�ne two relationsover double-set members of the double power set of B, P(P(B)), as follows:(14) Given double sets S1 ; S2 2 P(P(B)):8Bayer and Johnson (1995) make an equivalent point with regard to the GPSG aountof oordination proposed by Sag et al. (1985), although it does not address an aount inwhih NP and VP oordination rules are distint.11



i. The double union of S1 and S2 , written as S1 � S2 , is equal tothe set S0 = S1 [S2 , minus the set of all ei 2 S0 suh that thereis some ej 2 S1 [ S2 suh that ej � ei .ii. The double intersetion of S1 and S2 , written as S1 	 S2 , isequal to the set S0 of all elements e suh that for some s 2 S1and t 2 S2 , e = s[ t, minus the set of all ei 2 S0 suh that thereis some ej 2 S0 suh that ej � ei .iii. S1 suÆes for S2 , written as S1 � S2 i� S1 � S2 = S1 (and,hene, S1 	 S2 = S2 ).Now onsider the set C � P(P(B)), whih ontains every one of and onlythe elements of P(P(B)) with ardinality 0 or 1. For example, if B = fa; bg,then C will be fffagg; ffbgg; ffa; bgg; f;g; ;g.(15) The double-set lattie LB of B is the losure of C over 	 and �,ordered by �.This results in a distributive lattie for any B. Figure 5 is a diagram of thedouble-set lattie of fA,B,Cg. Fortunately, for any set B, the lattie LB 0is a sublattie of LB for any set B0 � B. Figure 6, whih is a diagram ofthe double-set lattie of fA,Bg, a sublattie of the lattie in Figure 5. Thissimpli�es disussion of the behavior of members of LB 0 on LB , as all theordering relations among elements of LB 0 also hold in LB .Importantly, in general some members of P(P(B0)) will not be presentin LB . For the lattie in Figure 6, these inlude: ffAg,fA,Bgg,ffBg,fA,Bgg,f;,fAgg, f;,fBgg, f;,fA,Bgg, f;,fA,Bg,fAgg, f;,fA,Bg,fBgg, f;,fA,Bg,fAg,fBgg.This is a reetion of the property of all double-set latties that(16) For any element S of a double-set lattie, no two nonidential sin-gleton subsets of S are ordered by �.99As Carl Pollard has shown (p..), the double-set lattie an be onstruted, up toisomorphism, more generally using domain theory. For a set B, the double-set lattie of Bis equivalent to Hoare(Smyth(B)), where Smyth(X) is the Smyth powerdomain of X andHoare(X) the Hoare powerdomain of X. For unordered X, the Smyth powerdomain of Xis simply P(X) ordered by reverse inlusion; the Hoare powerdomain of X, in turn, is thelattie in whih for A;B � X, A � B i� for every a 2 A, some b 2 B is suh that a � bon X.I retain the de�nition of the double-set lattie as presented here, however, beause itremains losed under ordinary set intersetion (though not under set union). I make useof set intersetion in the treatment of NP-internal ase onord (Setion 9).12



f;gffAg,fBg,fCggffAg,fBgg ffAg,fCgg ffBg,fCggffAg,fB,Cgg ffBg,fA,Cgg ffCg,fA,BggffA,Bg,ffAgg ffBgg fA,Cg, ffCggfB,CggffA,Bg,fA,Cgg ffA,Bg,fB,Cgg ffA,Cg,fB,CggffA,Bgg ffA,Cgg ffB,CggffA,B,Cgg;Figure 5: Double-set lattie ordered by � over fA,B,Cg.f;gffAg,fBggffAgg ffBggffA,Bgg;Figure 6: Double-set lattie over fA,Bg. A sublattie of Figure 5.13



6 A theory of oordination with double-set-valuedfeaturesIn this setion, I will show how double-set latties an be used to modelthe asymmetry between feature values and seletion requirements on thosefeatures, and handle the resulting examples of both the oordination ofunlikes and feature indeterminay.6.1 PreliminariesTo begin with, I assume that the inventory of ase feature values is notsimply a �nite set of symbols, but rather the double-set lattie derived fromthat set of symbols. Features with suh an inventory of values I will alldouble-set-valued features, and their values are of type double-set value, asubtype of set value. For the moment I will limit the sope of onstraintto values of the ase feature. In Setion 8, I generalize onstraints tohierarhially more general feature values.The set of ase values in Polish, for example, would be taken as thedouble-set lattie over the set fnom,gen,a,dat,lo,prepg, whih onsti-tutes the traditionally-reognized set of possible ase values of Polish NPs.10It will follow from my formulation of lexial entries and syntati rulesthat double-set values have an intuitive interpretation that an be readdiretly from the form of the feature value. For a double-set value S =fs1 ; :::; sng, eah si 2 S omprised of fi1 ; :::; ing, eah ij an be regardedas an assertion of truth regarding the feature struture in question. A mem-ber si of S an be regarded as an assertion of the disjuntion of the as-sertions of eah of its members ij ; S itself an be regarded, in turn, asa onjuntion of the assertions of eah of its members si . The ase valueffgen,ag,fnomgg, for example, an be interpreted as an assertion of 1)nominative AND 2) genitive OR ausative.Note that from the de�nition presented in Setion 5, it follows that iftwo double-set values have the same logial ontent under this interpretation,then they are the same feature value. ffgeng,fgen,agg, for example, isnot a double-set value, even though both fgeng and fgen,ag are indi-vidually possible members of double-set values. That this feature value isill-formed an be seen from (16). Although gen^(gen_a) and gen bothhave the same logial ontent as assertions, the only double-set value withthis interpretation is ffgengg.10Momentarily ignoring debates over, for example, whether partitive ase in Polish needsto be distinguished from genitive. 14



6.2 Lexial EntriesI model the seletion requirements of verbs on features of their argumentsas a lower bound on the lattie of double-set values. The Polish verb formnienawidzi, whih demands a genitive objet, would have a lexial entryspeifying its objet's ase as follows:(17) nienawidzi: harg-st < subj, NP[ase 1 ℄>i^ ( 1 �ffgengg)Given this treatment of verbal lexial entries, two treatments are pos-sible for noun phrases. The ase value for a noun phrase might be takenas an upper bound on the � ordering; this would orrespond losely to theCG treatment of Bayer (1996), in whih NP arguments of verbs an un-dergo Meet Elimination, weakening their ategory (for example, gen ^ aweakens to a) during a derivation. In a onstraint-based grammatialformalism, this approah would have the advantage that ase in NP oor-dination ould be treated straightforwardly with uni�ation. The prie ofsuh an approah, however, would be the admission of multiple satisfyingfeature strutures for some ombinations of verb and NP argument{for ex-ample, in an utterane where a verb seleting an ausative objet governsan ausative-genitive indeterminate noun, strutures with both ffaggand ffag,fgengg as objet ase value would be admitted.11The alternative approah is for lexial entries to speify partiular valuesfor features that are \inherent" to them{ase on nouns (and adjetives anddeterminers), for example, whih is marked diretly on NPs. The lexialentry for Polish kogo, for example, would here inlude the partial CASEspei�ation:(18) kogo: [ ase ffgeng,fagg ℄This seond alternative forms the basis of the theory of oordination, inde-terminay, and onord presented here.6.3 Coordinate struture syntaxUltimately we will want to state the syntati onstraints on oordinatestrutures with great generality, but in this setion I begin with maximallyspei� onstraints. In Setion 8, I propose a more general syntati on-straint on oordination that is onsistent with the analysis presented in thissetion.11The lower-bound approah also renders invalid the proposal for NP-internal ase on-ord presented in Setion 9, though Footnote 17 suggests an alternative, viable approah.15



I assume that onstraints on argument ase value are onsistent withthe strong version of the the Coordination Priniple, restrited to featurestrutures of a verbal ategory, from Pollard and Sag (1994):(19) The ategory and nonloal values of eah onjunt daughter(VP) are idential to that of the mother.12In Polish (3), for example, the sentene-initial kogo is an objet of theoordinate VP Janek lubi a Jerzy nienawidzi, and its ase value C thereforemust satisfy both C�ffagg, from lubi, and C�ffgengg, from nienawidzi.As A�B i� A is above B on the double-set lattie as oriented in Figure 5,the ase value of kogo, ffag,fgengg, does satisfy both these onstraints;the ase value of a noun not a-gen synretized would not.The oordinate struture onstraint I propose for noun phrases makesuse of the operations on double sets de�ned in Setion 5.(20) In a oordinate NP struture, the ase value of the mother NP isthe double intersetion of the ase values of all onjunt daughters.Under (20), the struture of the NP oordinate objet in example (13)is as follows:(21) NP"ase �na,geno�#
NP"ase �nao�#svoju podrugu Irinu

i NP"ase �ngeno�#zvonka ot svoego brata GrigorijaThe ase value ffa,gengg on the oordinate mother in (21) an beinterpreted as a disjuntion of ausative and genitive values. It should be12Though P&S suggest that the identity requirement is too strong, the alternativesubsumption-based analysis (here onsidered for VPs) is suseptible to Bayer (1996)'sgeneral ritique of subsumption-based approahes. The tools presented here deal diretlywith the shortomings of both the strong and weak approahes doumented in P&S.16



evident that this oordinate struture is a viable objet only for a verb suhas Russian �zdat', whih an take either an ausative or genitive objet. Thelexial entry for �zdat' would inlude the spei�ation(22) �zdat': [arg-st < subj, NP[ase 1 ℄ > ℄ ^ ( 1 �ffa,gengg)As the oordinate NP mother in (21) satis�es the seond part of thelogial onjuntion in the partial lexial entry for �zdat', it an serve as theobjet of this verb, as in (13).7 Free Relative PronounsGroos and van Reimsdijk (1979) showed that in German, relative pronounsan be free in a sentene only if their form is onsistent with the ase re-quirements of both the governing matrix verb and the relative lause's verb:(23) Waswhat.nom/a duyou mirme gegebengiven.obj-a hast,have istis.subj-nompr�ahtig.wonderful.Similar examples also exist in Russian, as shown in (12).Ingria (1990) presented this onstrution as evidene, similar to the fatsdisussed by Zaenen and Karttunen (1984) regarding oordination, that adisjuntive spei�ation of ase value for ase synretism is untenable. Aswith the aounts of Bayer (1996) and Dalrymple and Kaplan (2000), theHPSG aount presented here permits this onstrution without diÆulty,if we assume that a free relative pronoun P synretized for ases a and bhave lexial entries inluding:13(24) P: "ase �nao,nbo�#13The remaining diÆulty is the atual syntati struture of a free relative lause; theonly ruial assumption is that both matrix and RC-internal verbs selet for the samevalue. This is M�uller (1999) advoates a distintion between ase values \external" toand \internal" to the relative lause for German free relatives, and raises two ritiisms ofthe indeterminay approah, based on the importane of objet NP ase value for wordorder within the VP, and for ertain adverbial elements in onord with the objet NP.The ritique is not formally damning, however, beause whatever dependenies mightotherwise be tied to the ase value of the noun, an be tied to the seleting value of thegoverning verb under the indeterminay approah.17



and verbal lexial entries speify lower bounds on the double-set lattie, asin (17).8 Generalizing oordination syntaxIn Setion 6.3, I stated onstraints on ase values in oordinate struturesin terms spei� to atomi feature values. This set of onstraints on val-ues of individual feature an, however, be generalized as a single onstraint,onsistent with the analysis presented thus far, and apturing a more om-prehensive array of fats.To begin with, note that the distribution of oordinated English VP'swith and without auxilaries, shown in (10), is fundamentally similar to thedistribution of oordinated Polish/Russian objets in (11) and (13). If f weassume that the set of possible values of aux is not the set of symbols f+,-g,as is typially done, but rather the set of members of the double-set lattieover the set of symbols f+,-g, then we an develop a theory of auxilariesVP oordination without resorting to subsumption. Suppose auxilary verbsinlude in their lexial spei�ation the onstraint [head j aux ff+gg℄, andnon-auxilaries [head j aux ff-gg℄. Let the rule for VP oordination statethat the aux value of the oordinate mother is the double intersetion ofthe aux values of the onjunt daughters, just as we assumed for ase inoordinate NPs. Finally, let the lexial entry for do inlude the onstraint:(25) do: harg-st < subj, VP[ aux 1 ℄, ... >i^ 1 �ff-ggThe above assumptions handle both (10a) and (10b) above:(26) VP[aux ff+,-gg℄VP[aux ff-gg℄hate this kind of movie and VP[aux ff+gg℄an't sit through themThe oordinate VP mother in (26) is �ne in (10a), where there are noexternal onstrants that its aux value needs to meet. In (10b), however,18



the aux value of annot meet the onstraint imposed by the head verb do,whih demands an aux value �ff-gg for its VP omplement.What remains is to state these oordination rules in more general terms.As P&S 94 notes, ategory and nonloal are the HPSG features onwhih oordinate struture onstraints are naturally operative. Double in-tersetion as presented in Setion 6.1, however, is unde�ned for feature valuesthat are not double-set latties values. What we need is a reursive rela-tion that an be stated on non-atomi feature values but that results in thedouble intersetion relation for paths leading to double-set lattie values.(27) W is the feature-struture oordination of a set of values fV 1 ; � � � ; V ng,all of type T , when:1. If T is feature-struture-valued: if for every feature F j in typeV , feature-struture oordination holds between the value of F jin W and the set of values fvj1 ; � � � ; vjng of F j for eah V i ;2. If V is double-set-valued: if W is the double intersetion offV 1 ; � � � ; V ng;3. Otherwise: if W and fV 1 ; � � � ; V ng are all token-idential.We an now state the syntati onstraint on oordinate strutures quitegenerally:(28) In a oordinate struture, the ategory and nonloal values ofthe oordinate mother are the feature-struture oordination of therespetive values of the onjunt daughters.We an show that all the relations of feature values in VP and NP oordina-tion that we have examined so far are implied by (27-28). Aording to theserules, if and only if a path an be traed from ategory or nonloal toan atomi-valued feature F without passing into any lists or sets, and F hasas its values members of double-set latties, then in a oordinate struture,the value for F for the oordinate mother will the double intersetion of thevalues of F in the onjunt daughters. ase in nominal ategories an bereahed from ategory through the path at j head j ase, and aux inverbal ategories through the path at j head j aux; therefore the valuesof these features will undergo double intersetion in oordination. ase inthe arg-st, omps, and/or slash of a verbal-ategory features struture,on the other hand, is embedded in a list (and possibly a set). (27) demandstoken identity among lists/sets for all onjunts and the mother, so all val-ues within the lists must be idential for all onjunts and the oordinate19



mother. This inludes the value of ase in members of the arg-st list,whih overs (19).This general onstraint, along with the neessary assumption that featurevalues, inluding aux and ase, and head, must be modeled as double-set-valued, also overs oordination in the domain of other features, suh as (2)and (5).9 NP-internal aseThe aounts we have examined of ase synretism as feature indeterminayalso have impliations for NP-internal ase onord. In languages that markase on determiners and modi�ers within the noun phrase, ase marking onthese elements must \math" the ase marking on the noun:14(29) JaI ljubilloved-obj.a krasivuju/*krasivajabeautiful-a/*-nom �zen�s�inu.woman-a. (Russian)In onstraint-based formalisms, this \mathing" relation has traditionallybeen modeled as ommon instantiation of a single feature value, similarto the mathing of seleting and inherent values, as disussed in Setion 2.Suh a piture an be represented as follows, with dotted lines representingfeatural identity:(30) VPV NPMod NIn the formal aounts of feature indeterminay and the oordination ofunlikes thus far reviewed and developed, however, the relation between aseon V and NP nodes above hanges from a symmetrial sharing relation toan asymmetrial bounding relation, represented below as a solid line withan arrow:(31) VPV NPMod N14There are possible exeptions to this generalization, notably NPs in Slavi languagesthat inlude numerals or ertain other quanti�ers.20



This piture, though, is inomplete: an unsynretized adjetive an mod-ify a synretized noun, and a synretized adjetive an modify an unsyn-retized noun:(32) a. ErHe �ndet�nds diethe.a Frauen.women.nom/a/dat/gen.b. Onashe znaetknows xoroshegogood.a/gen mu�s�inuman.aIf, as we have thus far assumed, the lexial entries of nouns inludethe spei�ation of partiular values (as opposed to upper bounds on thelattie) for ase, then the ase value annot be shared between adjetiveand noun. This opens several logial possibilities for the relation of the asefeature value in the NP struture, inluding the following (the �ne dottedline spei�es a yet-unspei�ed, possibly asymmetri, relation):(33) a. VPV NPMod N b. VPV NPMod NBoth of these strutures are problemati, however, for the following rea-son. The fat that nouns of a given ase  an always be modi�ed by formssynretized between  and other values, and unsynretized modi�ers withase  an always modify nouns synretized for  and other values, sug-gests that the required relation between noun and modi�er is one of sharingsimilar values{equivalent on either the power set lattie or the double setlattie to the two values standing in an ordering relation. If either noun ormodi�er ase value is identi�ed with that of the NP, though, the predi-tion is that when the value identi�ed with the NP's is synretized, a moreweakly-synretized value on the other daughter may be \proteted" from theverbal seletion requirement{an ausative/genitive modi�er, for example,might modify a genitive noun, even when the NP struture is governed byan ausative-seleting verb. No available evidene is onsistent with thispredition, and muh evidene suggesting otherwise is available, in Germanfor synretized nouns:(34) a. ErHe �ndethelps (die/*der)(the-a/*the-dat) Frauen.women.21



b. ErHe hilfthelps (*die/der)(*the-a/the-dat) Frauen.women.. ErHe �ndetobj.a�nds undand hilftobj.dathelps (*die/*der)*a/*dat*the Frauen.womenand in Polish, for a synretized adjetive:15(35) a. *? MariaMaria kohaloves.obj-a abut EwaEwa nienawidzihates.obj-gen tegothis.a/genmezzyzny.man.ab. MariaMaria kohaloves abut EwaEwa nienawidzihates tegothis.a/gen faeta.guy.a/gen(Przepiorkowski, p..)The relation between noun and adjetive ase is better oneived as asymmetri onord relation, struturally denotable as:(36) VPV NPMod Nwhere nouns and adjetives are seen as mutually restriting the formal asevalue of the NP mother.The question remains, what is this mutual restrition relation in formalterms? We saw before in Setion 6.3 that the the join operator on thedouble-set lattie, double intersetion, gives the proper results for restritionof oordinate mother ase values by onjunt daughter noun phrases. Wemight assume that the mother node in a modi�er-N0 onstrution has aase value equal to the double intersetion of the values of its onjuntdaughters. This appears insuÆiently restritive, however. Example (13)shows that the presene in an NP of an adjetive of a given ase does not15Sine these examples are in di�erent languages, the evidene I present here is, stritlyspeaking, still irumstantial. However, there is absolutely no evidene against the mul-tilaterality of NP-internal ase onord, and it is only a ombination of morphosyntatifats and apparent grammatial funtion restritions on argument sharing that preventsthe diret testing of the inverse in eah of Polish and German.22



prevent onjuntion with an NP of di�erent ase, given the proper governingverb. However, eah adjetive must modify a noun of idential ase, even inNP objets of a verb allows objet ase-marking alternation; ontrast (13)with the following ungrammatial example:(37) *V�erayesterday ve'all den'day onhe pro�zdalawaited [np svoejself's-gen podrugugirlfriend-a Irinu℄Irina.aiand [np zvonkaall-GEN [pp ot[from svoegoself's bratabrother Grigorija℄℄.Gregory℄ (f. (13))In this example, the genitive adjetive svoej annot appear modifying a-usative podrugu, even though the genitive ase an appear in another on-junt NP objet.16 If NP ase were onstruted using the double intersetionoperator on modi�er and head noun ase, this example would be admitted.Instead, I take advantage of the fat that I have de�ned ase valuesas sets, and model ase values in the ombination of nouns and modi�erswith simple intersetion, whih is a more restritive operator than doubleintersetion on the lattie:17(38) The ase value for the mother of a nominal head daughter and amodifer is the intersetion of the ase values of its daughters.Reverting to the interpretation of double-set values as statements of logialontent, intersetion allows a weakening of propositional strength, but itdoes not permit the introdution of any new disjuntions.16The possibility that this is a property of adjetives rather than a property of NP syntaxseems doubtful. It presumably would be possible in priniple to onjoin unlike-ase NPsonsisting of adjetives without nouns; but this is in pratie diÆult to test, beauseusing an adjetive in a nounless NP seems to arry a strong onnotation of de�niteness,to whih di�erential ase marking is sensitive.17 I have onsidered an approah aiming to derive required onord between nouns andmodi�ers from semanti fats: multiple ase values in NPs ould only be liensed by verbswith di�erential ase marking, and di�erential ase marking seems always to be assoiatedwith di�erential semantis{de�niteness, for example{of the marked NP. If we assume thatthe definiteness value must be the same between the adjetive and the noun, then theidentity of ase value seems to follow.There are two problems with this approah. One is that its formal statement atuallydepends on a omplex theory of orrelation between seletion on feature values (in thisinstane, ase and de�niteness) that is not yet worked out. Another is that, insofar as weare interested in the total well-typing of oordinate strutures, the question of what thedef value for the oordinate mother is, and how the possible values for onjunt daughtersare restrited, need to be resolved, and they are fundamentally the same questions as wenow fae for ase NP-internally. 23



We an now return to see why examples (34a) and (34b) are grammatialwith one artile, but (34) is ungrammatial with any artile.(39) a. NP"ase 1 \ 2 =�nnomo,nao�#
Det"ase 1 �nnomo,nao�#die NP"ase 2 �nnomo,nao,ndato,ngeno�#Frauenb. NP"ase 1 \ 2 =�ndato,ngeno�#
Det"ase 1 �ndato,ngeno�#der NP"ase 2 �nnomo,nao,ndato,ngeno�#Frauen. i. �ndet : �arg-st < subj, NPhase 1 i>�^ 1 �ffaggii. hilft : �arg-st < subj, NPhase 1 i>�^ 1 �ffdatggWith these spei�ations, Example (39a) an funtion as the objet of�ndet, but not as the objet of hilft. Example (39b), on the other hand, anfuntion as the objet of hilft but not of �ndet. And neither one suÆes forboth ffagg and ffdatgg, so (34) is ungrammatial with either artile.1818The proposal here makes the unorthodox predition that the ungrammatiality of NPswith ompletely unmathing ase values is always a property of external seletion, sinethe intersetion of unmathing values will be the empty set, whih is not unde�ned onthe lattie. It is unlear, however, whether environments unseleted for ase exist, makingthis predition diÆult to test. 24



In using the standard intersetion operator for NP-internal syntax, in-stead of the double-intersetion operator used for oordination, I am laim-ing that the relation among nouns and their modi�ers is symmetri andmultilateral, but more restrited than the the relation among onjunts ofa oordinate NP, whose similarity is mandated only only by external on-straints shared by all onjunts. In partiular, ombination within a nounphrase an weaken logial ontent by eliminating one or more members ofa onjuntion, but it an never introdue a new disjuntion. It might beinstrutive to translate suh a proposition into CG terms used by Morrill(1994): my proposal is equivalent to saying that nouns and their modi�erssyntatially ombine under similar onditions as our for oordination;however, during the proess of noun-modi�er ombination, while Meet Elim-ination is permitted, Join Introdution is never allowed. This is in sharpontrast to the typial CG approah, where modi�ers and nominal ate-gories are taken to have the same asymmetri funtor/argument relation asnouns and verbs. In the HPSG approah I advane here, it is possible tobuild up NP-internal semantis treating modi�ers as funtors in CG style,while allowing multilateral relation among stritly syntati features.10 DisussionThe work presented here an be seen as a lari�ation of the work nees-sary to fully aount for the oordination pattern expressed by (2) within aonstraint-based theory suh as HPSG, and as the �rst step toward suh anaount. It skethes an alternative to the aount of oordination in LFG(Kaplan and Maxwell, 1988), where alternative modeling onditions are as-sumed for oordinate strutures, and further developed in Dalrymple andKaplan (2000), where feature indeterminay on inherent values is modeledwith sets of symbols.One result of partiular signi�ane for HPSG is that the lattie stru-ture required for an aount of feature indeterminay and the oordinationof unlikes, as a joint phenomenon, annot be integrated diretly into a sorthierarhy. On the double-set lattie, seleting values and inherent valuesare ordered with respet to eah other, and ordered in opposite diretions.As presented here, the double-set lattie is an ordering on atomi values,independent of the sort hierarhy. This preserves the HPSG modeling as-sumption that linguisti strutures are sort-resolved (Pollard and Sag, 1994).If the struture of the double-set lattie were to be integrated into the sorthierarhy diretly, this modeling assumption ould not be maintained.25



Although Dalrymple & Kaplan rely essentially on the powerset orderingfor treatment of feature indeterminay, the problem of the oordination ofunlike ases appears to be avoided by the distint mehanisms modeling o-ordination in LFG, in whih a unique oordinate mother funtional struturedoes not exist for a set of onjunt daughter f-strutures, but rather on-straint satisfation is determined independently for eah daughter. For fea-tures suh as number and person, whih uniquely resolve in oordination, onthe other hand, D&K permit unique spei�ation in a \hybrid" f-strutureonsisting of attribute-value pairs and a set of onjunt f-struture daugh-ters. The model I present here an in some sense be seen as an alternativeto this approah, rather \preompiling" all information from all onjuntdaughters into a unique oordinate mother with similar feature geometry.In priniple these two proposals may lead to di�ering preditions, althoughit appears that urrent evidene is neutral.The problem of ase onord within the NP appears previously unad-dressed. The aount here takes advantage of the fat that intersetionremains well-de�ned on the double-set lattie, and diretly enodes therosslinguisti generalization that ase onord is a symmetri, not hier-arhial, relation. This appears to be quite troublesome for the LambekCategorial Grammar approah under whih adjetives and similar modi�ersare funtors of the form N/RN, and the ase value visible to the verb will bethat presented by the outermost modi�er. For example, an adjetive thatis synretized for ausative and genitive ase annot liense an ausativenoun when the governing verb selets for the genitive ase, as seen in (35),and it is unlear how an approah suh as Bayer (1996) or Bayer and John-son (1995) might aount for this fat, aside from assuming a proliferation oflexial entries for synretized adjetives. This also appears to be an issue forthe LFG approah, although it should be addressable by slightly hanging
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the lexial spei�ation of ase for synretized nouns and adjetives.19Finally, a few words are neessary regarding the synretization of orre-lations of feature values. As Dalrymple and Kaplan show, German VPs withnononstituent-oordinated omplements and verbforms ambiguous betweenthird-person singular and seond-person plural (suh as kauft) may be ana-lyzable as ases of feature indeterminay, whih appears to be the orrelationof multiple feature values.20 However, they appear to be too hasty in theironlusion that Bayer & Johnson's LCG aount annot handle suh a ase.While B&J's feature system allows for the reassoiation of ategories withassertions (A^B)^(C^D) to (A^D)^(C^B), the relevant assertion for theGerman verbform ase would be one of form (A^B)_(C^D), whih does notreassoiate. Furthermore, the orresponding problem of reassoiation is alsopresent in D&K's aount, sine a mehanism to neutralize inherent valuesis only given for individual features, and not arbitrary orrelations of valuesfor multiple features. If a given lexial entry inludes both formulae ("a =fw,xg) and ("b = fy,zg), for example, then any orrelation between w andy, for example, is lost.In terms of the system presented here, the German verbform orrelationould be handled by allowing the onstrution of double-set latties over theset of totally well-typed, sort-resolved feature strutures permissible for anon-atomi-valued feature, suh as HPSG's index, rather than onstrutinglatties only on the set of values for an atomi feature. If this were done,German verbs suh as kauft ould be spei�ed as setting a lower bound on19One spei� set of hanges that would aount for NP-internal onord fats wouldbe to hange noun and modi�er lexial entries from the form("ase) = Xto the formX � ("ase)with a simple identity requirement on modi�er and noun ase values in f-struture. Toavoid the problem of spurious ambiguity, an ordering on the powerset lattie must beimposed, to whih the LFG oneption of minimal satisfying solution must be extended.Note that the oordination of unlike-ase NP objets follows as a speial ase of theKaplan and Maxwell (1988) approah to the oordination of unlikes; the Russian verb�zdat' would under this approah have the partial lexial entry(a 2 ("obj ase)) _ (gen 2 ("obj ase))A possible merit to this extension of Dalrymple & Kaplan's approah is that the onstraintof unique ase value within non-oordinate NP onjunt daughters falls out automatiallyfrom the representation of oordinate strutures.20See Maxwell and Manning (1996) for an LFG model of nononstituent oordination.27



their subjet's index value of:(40) �� "num plper 2 # , "num sgper 3 #��To pursue suh an aount would have the interesting onsequene thatfeature geometry ould be used to enode possible seletional and inherentindeterminaies among orrelated values{if, for example, double-set lattieswere taken for ase and index values, but not for the mutually dominatingnode in feature geometry.21It is unlear whether this putative role for feature geometry is justi�ed,however; there is at least one example that asts doubt on it, but it isan example that asts doubt on the whole family of approahes disussedhere. In Zaenen and Karttunen (1984), the following example from Finnishillustrates the apparent indeterminate use of a orrelation between numberand ase marking on nouns:(41) HeThey lukivatread h�anenhis uusimmannewest.sg.gen jaand mewe h�anenhis parhaatbest.pl.nomkirjansa.books.As Zaenen & Karttunen disuss, the noun form kirjansa is synretized be-tween singular nominative, singular genitive, and plural nominative. Theabove example shows that this form an be used simultaneously for the lat-ter two spei�ations. To treat this sentene syntatially with the tools foroordination and indeterminay disussed here, the onjuntive spei�a-tion (num sg) ^ (ase gen) must alternate at least with the spei�ation[ase nom℄, in either the sense of alternation as indeterminate inherentvalue, or in the sense of alternation as a disjuntively-spei�ed seletingvalue. The latter would seem unnatural for the treatment of ase and num-ber on a noun, and the former, under the LCG and LFG proposals reviewedin this paper, would lead{presumably inorretly{to the reassoiatability ofplural number with the genitive ase.To demonstrate that this truly is an indiator of the empirial inadequa-ies of previous proposals regarding indeterminay and the oordination of21Another possible approah to the orrelation of feature values is to assume that theset B over whih the double-set lattie is de�ned is the set of paths to atomi feature valuesfrom a given node in feature geometry. This permits the orrelation of arbitrary featurelusters beneath that node, but leads to the same problems with orrelated indeterminayas disussed below. 28



unlikes, further work is neessary to verify that (a) the distribution of thislass of oordination in Finnish is broad enough to demand a treatment insyntax; and (b) whether it an be shown onlusively that either numberor ase in Finnish need be treated as indeterminate for independent reasons(for example, if examples exist analogous to Polish kogo (3)). It is possiblethat the struture of the double-set lattie presented here an be integratedinto an HPSG-style feature geometry in a way suh that these putative em-pirial inadequaies an be avoided. Further work will fous on these twoissues.ReferenesBayer, S. (1996). The oordination of unlike ategories. Language,72(3):579{616.Bayer, S. and Johnson, M. (1995). Features and agreement. In Proeedingsof the 1995 ACL, pages 70{76. Assoiation of Computational Linguistis.Blevins, J. P. (2000). Feature-based grammar. In Borsley, R. D. and B�orjars,K., editors, Nontransformational Syntax. Blakwell. to appear.Carpenter, B. (1992). The Logi of Typed Feature Strutures, volume 32 ofCambridge Trats in Theoretial Computer Siene. Cambridge.Comrie, B. (1978). De�nite diret objets and referent identi�ation.Pragmatis-Miro�he, 3(1):D3.Dalrymple, M. and Kaplan, R. (2000). Feature indeterminay and featureresolution in desription-based syntax. In press.Dyla, S. (1984). Aross-the-board dependenies and ase in Polish. Linguis-ti Inquiry, 15(4):701{705.Franks, S. (1993). On parallelism in aross-the-board dependenies. Lin-guisti Inquiry, 24(3):509{529.Groos, A. and van Reimsdijk, H. (1979). Mathing e�ets in free relatives:A parameter of ore grammar. In Theory of Markedness in GenerativeGrammar: Proeedings of the 1979 GLOW Conferene. Suola NormaleSuperioure de Pisa, Pisa.
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